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Abstract

With the increasing number of companies and brands around the world, the overload of
product supply has forced companies to find new ways to differentiate. However, to create a
recognizable and distinctive brand through product design is a challenge for companies and
designers. Utilizing an existing product icon to expand product lines can be a remedy for this
problem. By analyzing a product icon, distinctive visual design elements can be uncovered. In
order to use these elements effectively in product design, this thesis will explore how to abstract
visual design elements, and verify their priority from an existing product icon. Finally, it will
illustrate an approach that helps designers or companies expand their product icon into product
lines, consisting of several supporting checklists that will be developed in this thesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement
Today, the market is filled with all kinds of products that are similar in form and similar in
quality. This means that brands need to differentiate to stand out from the crowd. Within
varieties of product categories, one of the central competitive factors is the visual recognition of
brands and products (Karjalainen, 2007). Looking into product portfolios from brands with
recognizable designs such as Volvo, BMW, and Nokia, high product quality and specific visual
design elements play a very important role. These brands use specific visual design elements
consistently through their product portfolio. This design consistency helps them clearly
differentiate from their competitors and strengthen their position in the market. Therefore,
product differentiation is an important factor to make these brands successful.
In order to differentiate, finding specific visual design elements that are consistently used in
product lines for brands is significant. With the right visual design elements, the identity and
brand message become evident to consumers in current and future product designs in a
systematic way (Beyond Design Inc., 2012). Designers that can be called designated ‘formgivers’ are expected to understand the working process and use knowledge of design elements to
give intentional style to the products they design (Chen & Owen, 1997).
However, to create a recognizable and distinctive brand through product design is a challenge
for companies and designers. What kinds of visual design elements of products are specific to a
product? Is there a prioritization of these visual design elements? Utilizing an existing product
icon that has not been expanded upon, in order to abstract visual design elements from the icon
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could be an effective way to help with this problem. The aim of this thesis is to find answers
about how to abstract visual design elements, verify their priority from a product icon, and then
transform and expand this icon into product lines.

1.2 Need for Study
In today’s market, brand-specific design language is of vital importance for a company and
can even influence a company’s position and reputation (Karjalainen, 2003a). Meanwhile,
factors of the physical appearance of products often contribute to the meaning of a brand for
consumers (Creusen & Schoormans, 2005). This means that strong, coherent, and specific visual
design elements of products can help companies stand out from the competitive product market.
Specific visual design elements of products also play a very important role in making product
recognizable. Therefore, specific visual design elements are also essential for product icons, even
though they already have been tested in the market for a long time.
In addition, the significance of visual design elements of different product categories can be
varied. For example, the priority of visual design elements for home appliances may differ from
office supplies. The significance of product visual design elements should be clear and definite
while designing products. However, this issue is often not studied or developed. To address this
gap of knowledge, the study of the priority of product visual design elements is needed.
To use visual design elements of product icons efficiently not only makes product designs
with a consistent appearance, but also may help companies and brands differentiate in the
market.
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1.3 Objectives of Study
This thesis presents an approach for helping companies determine if they already have a
product icon, and develops an approach for expanding product lines by utilizing visual design
elements of their product icons. The following are the objectives of this thesis.
•

Study visual design elements of different products.

•

Understand how to define, from a product icon, and establish the priority of explicit
design elements in different product categories.

•

Study how companies with an existing product icon expand their product lines.

•

Develop an approach that helps to expand a product icon into product lines.

1.4 Definition of Terms
•

Design DNA: To provide an effective method of industrial design, which helps to
build a unique brand by giving distinctive form and special style to the product (Lu,
Tang, & Xue, 2010).

•

Product Family: A group of products that can share common characteristics and
components, and can meet the needs of a series of market environments (Zhu, Luo,
Ying, & He, 2010).

•

Visual brand language: “Visual brand language is a core part of product design
where the abstract and experiential part of a brand is cohesively communicated
through physical elements” (Beyond Design Inc., 2012).
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1.5 Assumptions
This study involves several assumptions, detailed as follows. First, it is assumed that all
product icons contain specific visual design elements. Second, it is assumed that designers are
able to transform a product icon into product lines by utilizing specific product visual design
elements.

1.6 Scope and Limits
Scope of Study:
This study focuses on how companies transform their existing product icons into product
lines by utilizing visual design elements of product icons. This thesis will propose an approach
for companies and designers who work in companies and individual designers. This study will
cover the following:
•

The study focuses on the visual design elements of product icon, but not information
from other senses (e.g., auditory, tactile, olfactory) that may affect product design
results.

•

This research focuses on helping companies and designers to create product lines
from a product icon. However, the approach developed in this study is not limited to
being used by designers, so others could use the same approach in product design
and development decisions, such as product managers and product engineers.

•

The analysis and research will only explore the products that have been tested
through the consumer market for an extended period of time.
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Limits of Study:
There are several limits in this study as follows:
•

The product selection of this study does not cover every product genre.

•

Because the future of certain products from each company cannot be anticipated,
this study will only analyze products lines from the original design series to the
latest series.

•

Because product development cannot be anticipated, the approach is limited by time
constraints. Further research will need to be done in the future.

1.7 Procedures and Methodology
Plan of procedures and methodology:
•

Study design elements of general products.

•

Study how to define a product icon and the priority of explicit design elements.

•

Analyze cases to study how companies with an existing product icon expand their
lines.

•

Develop an approach to help companies expand product lines.

•

Examine the approach through analyzing a product icon and expanding into product
lines.

•

Evaluate the effectiveness of the approach.

1.8 Anticipated Outcome
The anticipated outcome of this study is a design approach that will help designers and
companies verify product icons they have, and utilize the specific visual design elements of these
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product icons to expand product lines for continued success in the market. It will also help
companies remove obstacles while expanding product icons into product lines in order to
increase market share.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
In order to develop an approach for expanding a product icon into a product line, the study
should begin with understanding a product, and two aspects need to be analyzed. First of all, the
designer must understand product design perception as a process of how consumers gain
information through their visual perception. This process can influence consumers’
categorization of brands. Second, the visual design elements of products must be analyzed.
Design elements constitute important components of the brand concept, and specific design
elements play a key role in identifying a product as a member of a brand category (Kreuzbauer &
Malter, 2007). Therefore, discovering what kind of design elements that general products contain
and that affect consumers’ perceptions of brands is obviously necessary.

2.2 Product Design Perceptions and Brand Categorization

Figure 1, Framework for Product Design Information Processing (Kreuzbauer & Malter, 2007)
In 2007, Kreuzbauer and Malter proposed a theoretical framework for product design
information processing (Figure 1). This framework indicates how information is picked up from
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product design elements, and that product design perception affects consumers’ categorization of
brands in several ways.

2.2.1 Product Design Perception
There is a perception process to understand a product for consumers. “All perceivers share a
common visual system” (Leder, Carbon, & Kreuzbauer, 2007, p.5). According to the framework
(Figure 1), a consumer’s perception of a product passes through four stages before it becomes
categorized. These stages include the retinal image, image-based processing, surface-based
processing, and object-based processing. The first impression of a visual product design
stimulates a two-dimensional retinal image that is projected to the viewpoint of the observer’s
eyes (Kreuzbauer & Malter, 2007). After that, the retinal image is further processed to the second
stage that is also called the image-based stage. The aim of this stage is to extract product design
elements such as lines and edges of the stimulus (Leder, Carbon, & Kreuzbauer, 2007). General
surface and spatial information including surface attributes such as color, shininess, hue, texture
are detected in the third surface-based stage (Leder, Carbon, & Kreuzbauer, 2007). The final
object-based stage consists of three-dimensional processing. Observers are able to make clear
predictions and assumptions information about unseen surfaces or parts of surfaces of objects by
perceiving all the visible surfaces (Kreuzbauer & Malter, 2007). For example, an observer can
make predictions about the possible appearance and properties of the back of a TV by perceiving
the surfaces from the front viewpoint of the TV.
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2.2.2 Brand Categorization
The forementioned levels of product design perception are able to influence brand knowledge
structures in the following four ways.
Product Affordances

Figure 2, Bodum French Press (Amazon, 2005a)
Products can communicate functional properties to people by visual characteristics that may
be identified in the surface-based and object-based stages, such as shapes, features, material and
size (Leder, Carbon, & Kreuzbauer, 2007). People may acquire information about the main
functions through perceiving visual characteristics of products before use. Taking a coffee maker
as an example (Figure 2), the handle of the coffee maker communicates “grasping” information
to people, as well as its material difference communicating its insulating quality. Hence, people
are likely to hold the handle while using the coffee maker in order to insulate their hands from
heat.
Brand-Product Categorization
Brand-product categorization expresses the relationship between products and brand that
incorporate brand-level design information and generic product category information
(Kreuzbauer & Malter, 2007). For example, the Audi brand concept consists of brand design
9

knowledge about Audi car models as well as generic product category knowledge that is the
general concept of a car.
Brand-Sign Categorization
Products that are branded also communicate information about characteristics of a particular
brand beyond generic product information (Kreuzbauer & Malter, 2007). For example, the
distinctive lights design on the front and back of the Audi car. Brand-sign categorization can be
further divided into brand-symbolic categorization processes and brand-iconic categorization
processes (Leder, Carbon, & Kreuzbauer, 2007). Except for product design elements within the
brand concept, the brand-symbolic categorization processes occurs when those elements do not
involve to any major external knowledge units (Kreuzbauer & Malter, 2007). For instance, the
Audi logo represents its company, but does not convey any intrinsic meaning by itself. However,
the brand-iconic categorization occurs when product design elements refer to non-brand specific
concepts; for example, a BMW car resembles a predator when looking through its typical front
perspective (Kreuzbauer & Malter, 2007).

Figure 3, The KitchenAid Stand Mixer (Amazon, 2002)
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Figure 4, Volvo Car Front (top: 2014, bottom: 2007) (Autoblog, n.d.a.; Autoblog, n.d.b.)
Brand-sign categorization frequently occurs during the surface-based processing, because a
product’s surface will be embedded within the brand concept when consumer perceives it, which
then induces brand-sign categorization processes (Leder, Carbon, & Kreuzbauer, 2007). For
example, the surface of a classic KitchenAid stand mixer is smooth with large radii (Figure 3).
These typical surface designs become embedded within the part of KitchenAid brand concept
and determine a brand-iconic categorization process with associations such as clean and organic.
In addition to the surface, the object-based processing stage also can lead to brand-sign
categorization, which is relevant to product and brand line extension strategies (Kreuzbauer &
Malter, 2007). For instance, when Volvo introduced the new S60 model for the target market, it
partially resembled the old Volvo S60 model (Figure 4). This new model had to contain enough
important design elements from the previous model to continue the brand recognition. “Thus, the
brand familiarity of product design (shape) elements is important in the case of product line
extension” (Kreuzbauer & Malter, 2007, p.243).
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Brand-Style Categorization
Various combinations of surface- and object-based perception processes can lead to brandstyle categorization (Leder, Carbon, & Kreuzbauer, 2007). For example, some design attributes
that include complex forms, fantasy, and allusions to historic styles constitute the “post-modern”
style concept. Attaching these design attributes to a branded product, such as a Swatch watch,
produces a conceptual combination of a “post-modern Swatch” watch so the consumer will
consider the Swatch a post-modern brand.
In summary, the product design perception and brand knowledge model is a theoretical
framework about how people gain product design information after being stimulated by a
product design. Products are able to communicate their function properties, product category
information, specific design elements, and style of a brand to people. The brand-sign
categorization that people gain from the specific design elements of products through the objectbased processing stage is related to the study of this thesis. The specific design elements of
products are important for brand recognition. Thus, the following sections will discuss design
elements of different products.

2.3 Product Visual Design Elements
Visual recognition of a product can be reflected through two different types of visual design
elements including explicit design elements and implicit design elements (Karjalainen, 2004).

2.3.1 Explicit Design Elements
Product visual design elements may be identified by various “stylistic attributes” including
form elements, joining relationships, detail treatments, materials, color treatments, and textures
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(Chen & Owen, 1997). Explicit design elements are specific design elements that can be
consistently used across the product portfolio including specific forms, colors, and materials
(Karjalainen & Warell, 2005). To use explicit design elements is a direct way to maintain visual
consistency over the product portfolio. There are several studies that discuss the explicit design
elements.

Figure 5, Volvo Design Cues (Karjalainen, 2007)
Karjalainen (2002, 2003a, 2003c, 2007) and Karjalainen & Snelders (2010) have done indepth case study on Volvo cars to explore product-explicit references, and indicated that Volvo
used consistent explicit design elements over their entire product portfolio. These explicit design
elements included a soft nose and diagonal Volvo logo, the V-shaped bonnet, the “shoulder
line”, the boot with its distinctively carved backlight, the third side windows, and the strong
characteristic lines flowing from the front to the rear (Figure 5). Volvo cars have continued using
these clear specific forms, including these form elements and detail treatments in all their recent
models to strengthen the brand recognition.
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Figure 6, The Frame of the Display Appearing in the 3310 (Left and Second Left Top) and A
Number of Different Nokia Models (Karjalainen, 2003c)
In addition to Volvo, Nokia is another brand that Karjalainen (2003b, 2003c) and Karjalainen
& Snelders (2010) studied. There were many recurring attributes across mobile phone designs,
despite the visual flexibility over the entire Nokia product category (Karjalainen & Snelders,
2010). The design elements on the functionality and layout of the keypad, including the frame of
the display (the curved classical human-like U and Y shape silhouette), “the face”, and the four
clearly visible horizontal lines of buttons, are considered “icons” of Nokia (Figure 6). These
could be seen as detail treatments of a product design.
In a student design project that focuses on studying how visual product features could be
used to create brand recognition, Karjalainen and Warell (2005) required students to visually
scan multiple images and then select the most characteristic visual design elements of products
studied in the first step. Students had to analyze visual characteristics on holistic and atomistic
levels of the product form, including gestalt elements, characteristic elements, and explicit
signifiers. Gestalt elements included general shape characteristics that can represent the basic
product sign of products, such as silhouette outlines, stance, and proportions. Characteristic
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elements that were found over product portfolios included character lines, curve elements, shape
characteristics and other specific elements. These specific form elements and detail treatments
could be considered visually characteristic for the brand. Explicit signifiers could be used to
identify the brand, including repeated design elements used as part of the visual heritage.

Figure 7, Design Format Analysis (Warell, 2001)
Moreover, in another design project that aided students understanding the theme of design for
visual brand recognition, the approach of Design Format Analysis (DFA), developed by Warell
(2001), was used to analyze the visual design elements and visual design history of the brands
(Figure 7). To select design features is the first task. Features could be subjectively selected, or
what the company itself has defined as the brand’s visual design elements. The next task is to
examine whether the chosen products contain these features or not. In the process of using the
DFA method, various features can be analyzed, such as shapes, materials, and colors
(Karjalainen, 2007). Shape and form features were most commonly used in this student design
project.
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The diagram (Figure 7) shows a systematic way in how to use the DFA method. According
to the degree of importance for visual brand recognition, design features and products can be
ranked (Karjalainen, 2007). A black dot means the strong occurrence of a specific feature; for
example, product “b” incorporates feature “3”, which indicates that feature “3” appears the most
typical of product “b”. In contrast, a white dot means the weak occurrence of a specific feature;
for example, product “e” incorporates feature “5”, which indicates that feature “5” appears not so
typical on product “e”. Therefore, within this analysis in figure 6, product “c” is the most typical
product, but product “b” is the least typical product; feature “3” is the most typical feature, but
feature “5” is the least typical feature. Using this DFA method to analyze the explicit design
elements is useful for constructing visual recognition (Karjalainen, 2007).

Figure 8, The Key Elements Containing the Buick Brand of a Front View (McCormack, Cagan,
& Vogel, 2004)
McCormack, Cagan, and Vogel (2004) have done a study that presents shape grammars as a
method to help to build or to maintain a strong brand by encoding the key elements of a brand
into a repeatable language. “A shape grammar is a set of rules, based on the shape that is used to
16

generate designs through a series of rule applications beginning with an initial shape”
(McCormack, Cagan, & Vogel, 2004, p.3). The research investigates the history and the
evolution of front view design of Buick vehicles. Finally, the study develops 63 shape rules that
can be used to create a new Buick vehicle. In this study, the key Buick vehicle visual design
elements selected based on a brand hierarchy could be divided into three levels. The grill is the
primary brand element. The secondary brand elements include the hood flow lines, the outer
hood, and the fenders. The middle hood section adjacent to the curves that define the outer hood
section is the tertiary element. These are key elements of a front view of a Buick vehicle (Figure
8).

Figure 9, Copiers of Océ Technologies (Stompff, 2003)
Stompff (2003) has done a case study about copiers from Océ Technologies to explore how
brand values can be translated into product design. The Océ’s copiers have several examples of
brand DNA, including the repetitive proportions from the smallest part to the whole product, the
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symmetrical inclination that could be immediately recognized among different product, and
colors of the Graphical User Interface that create a consistent product feeling (Figure 9).
Based on the literature above, explicit design elements that those classic products use
consistently through their product lines include form elements, detail treatments, materials, and
colors.

2.3.2 Implicit Design Elements
Aside from the explicit design elements, implicit design elements that are not fully
distinguishable or developed and are not evident also can create identification and create brandspecific associations (Karjalainen & Warell, 2005). Several publications discuss implicit design
elements.
In a design project, the student exercises demonstrate that in order to have a successful
development of visual brand recognition, despite the explicit design elements that are rather
straightforward, the implicit references in product design are more important (Karjalainen,
2007). Karjalainen (2001) has also explored metaphor as a tool for band/product identity analysis
in the Design and Product/Brand Identity Workshop (DIW) course. There are several ways to
characterize products and their designs (such as representational adjectives or metaphors), for
example a BMW being more “shark-like” than an Audi. In this course, students were asked to
analyze brand/product identity elements including core values, attributes, and characteristics
(including visual references) for the selected product/brand. This is a very important part in the
process of brand identification through metaphor. A prerequisite for effective identity
management is to identify core values that may help to discover the elements that make the brand
and product distinctive and desirable.
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In addition to explicit design elements, product design seems to present symbolic references
on a more invisible level, such as implicit design elements (Karjalainen, 2002). The case study of
Volvo, Nokia, and Océ Technologies from Karjalainen (2003c) and Stompff (2003) also
analyzed implicit design elements. In addition to those explicit design elements appearing on
Volvo cars that are mentioned earlier, the Volvo still has a distinctive identity for decades ---safety and family values. With strong visual design elements, a more emotional appearance, a
strong link to the brand heritage, and core identity attributes of the Volvo brand, the new design
language appearing on S80 model was a strategic success (Karjalainen, 2003c). The core value
of Nokia was ease of use that guided the design principles ---- personalization and usability. The
brand value appeared in every new Nokia product and incorporated characteristics such as
comfort, balance, and pleasure of use. The copier design of Océ Technologies is often described
as “calm, restrained, tranquil, balanced”. Designers have to become the brand by understanding
the position, and breathing and absorbing the culture of the company or brand (Stompff, 2003).
In summary, implicit design elements for a product design include brand values, brand
heritage, and brand attributes. These elements are always represented through whole product
lines.
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Figure 10, The R-O-I Framework for the Analysis of Brand References in Design (Karjalainen &
Snelders, 2010)
There is a framework that Karjalainen & Snelders (2010) used to analyze how companies
communicate their brand values to target customers (Figure 10). In this framework, R is taken as
a design feature such as form, shape, and color, while O is related to a brand value that has a
reference relationship with the design elements, and I means interpretation context that involves
the interpreter’s subjective realm and the environment in which the interpretation is made.

Figure 11, The R-O-I Framework Applied to Volvo and Nokia Cases (Karjalainen & Snelders,
2010)
Karjalainen & Snelders (2010) has taken Volvo and Nokia cases as examples (Figure 11).
The specific shoulder feature of Volvo cars may be interpreted as solid, which refers to the brand
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value of safety. The Nokia curve is related to the value of personalization and human approach
by being interpreted as a friendly smile.
Implicit product elements express specific brand values. Meanwhile, the explicit design
elements still play a very important role in this process. They can help to present specific implicit
design elements of products. Consumers’ interpretation is a connection that helps design features
represent specific implicit elements of product design.

Figure 12, Heredity and Variation Model of Product Family Design DNA (Luo & Zhu, 2009)
An existing literature shows a heredity and variation model of product family design DNA
that is a relationship from one product family to another (Figure 12). This is an ontology-based
model that is used to design products efficiently, which is controlled by several pieces of
mathematics defining function. However, it is not detailed enough, and some content of the
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ontology-based model is not very convincing. Therefore, inspired by its structure, a design
approach that is based on the study of this thesis will be put forward.

2.4 Conclusion
In summary, the process by which that information of a product design is picked up will
affect people’s perception of brand knowledge. Specific design elements that are important for
brand recognition help people gain information about brand-sign categorization. Explicit design
elements that represent design intentions can be immediately perceived and recognized, while
implicit elements are not so readily distinguished in the product but they can still “make sense”
when they are applied to a design (Karjalainen & Snelders, 2010). Thus, explicit design elements
and implicit design elements are very important for a product design. In addition, explicit design
elements can help communicate implicit attribute. Explicit design elements and implicit design
elements are linked.
The goal of this thesis is to develop a design approach for helping a company to create a
recognizable and distinctive brand and differentiate in the market. To utilize an existing product
icon that has not been expanded upon to expand product lines could be an effective way to help
with this issue. Hence, to verify whether a company has a product icon or not is very important.
A survey to study the definition of a product icon will be demonstrated in the following chapter.
Product visual design elements are important for a product. The survey will also study the
priority of explicit design elements of products due to implicit design elements that are always
carried through the entire product portfolio.
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Chapter 3
Product Icon Survey

3.1 Introduction
In order to help identify a product as an icon and study the priority of explicit design
elements, the product icon should first be defined and a priority assigned to explicit design
elements an iconic product should have. Collecting opinions from different designers of various
design experience areas are needed. As part of this research, an online survey has been designed,
and will serve as a tool to collect a variety of viewpoints. Collection and analysis of survey data
will result in a product icon checklist that will be used to better select cases to study.

3.2 The Design of the Survey
3.2.1 Participants
The participants are designers from diverse experience areas, such as product designers,
graphic designers, exhibit/event designers, etc. Selecting designers as the participants of this
survey is important, as the opinions of trained designers is more beneficial. Whether designers
graduated from college recently or already had extensive design experience is taken into account
in this survey.

3.2.2 Method of Distributing the Survey
This survey will be distributed via the Internet to access professional designers. Sending
emails and posting on social media are the primary methods for issuing the survey. Invitation
letters and survey links will be sent by email to some designers. Invitation messages and survey
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links will be posted on social media, which may receive responses that is spontaneous and could
get a relatively wide range of samples. In order to ensure data collection is integrated and
effective, responses with complete answers count as valid.

3.2.3 Research Questions
This survey has been designed as three sections, with five questions in total within these
sections (see Appendix A). Respondents should take about 5-7 minutes to complete the survey.
The first section is to collect basic information from respondents, including their primary
area of expertise, and years of experience. These required questions the single choice answers.

Figure 13, Question 1: What is Your Primary Area of Expertise?
Question 1: What is your primary area of expertise?
This is a question to make sure that people who are taking this survey are experienced
designers. There are eight options for respondents to choose, including product designers,
graphic designers, exhibit/event designers, UX/UI designers, design engineers, marketing/brand
managers, architects, interior designers. Designers with different design experience backgrounds
are necessary for this survey because a variety of designers have a different perspective of
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thoughts in design. However, it does not cover all kinds of expertise areas among these options.
Therefore, the other option is essential, which means targeted designers of this survey are not
only limited to these eight types and all types are welcome.

Figure 14, Question 2: Years of Experience.
Question 2: Years of experience.
After ensuring respondents are designers, there is a question about years of design
experience. Years of experience have been divided into five periods: 1-5 years, 6-10 years, 1015years, 16-30 years, and more than 30 years. The reason for putting forward this question is that
designers with different years of experience may have different opinions of design. This
difference may influence the answers of following questions.
The second section is to investigate respondents’ opinions about the product icon and iconic
products through their design experience. There is one question asking the respondents’
perspective about what most establishes a product as an icon. Respondents have to scale the
importance of each factor for establishing a product as an icon on the list. The list of factors used
to define iconic design is found from website www.technologystudent.com shown as below:
1. A design that sets a benchmark for others to follow.
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2. A ground breaking design, in terms of its technology or manufacturing techniques used
during its production.
3. A design that improves on the past.
4. A design that sets new standards in terms of quality, functions/features or style.
5. A design that stands the test of time, remaining popular despite the passing of years.
6. A design that stays in the memory of those who see/use it.
7. A design that is often recognized immediately by consumers.
8. A design that inspires other designers.
9. Sets a trend.
10. A design that is innovative.
11. A design that is aesthetically pleasing.
12. A design that is often emulated/copied by other designers.
13. A design that has its place in history, or even helps change history.
The source of this list may lack credibility because it does not belong to a published article or
a journal. Despite that, the contents of this list of describing a product as an icon still offer an
exhaustive set of criteria deemed appropriate by the investigator. However, a prioritized list to
define a product icon is not provided. Therefore, this question is also intended for making the list
more credible.
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Figure 15, Question 3: In Your Opinion, What Most Establishes a Product as an Icon?
Question 3: In your opinion, what most establishes a product as an icon?
In this question, respondents need to scale the importance of thirteen factors that affect
establishing a product as an icon. For respondents’ convenience, the description of each factor
has been simplified as shown in Figure 15. There are five levels of importance for respondents to
scale, including least important, slightly important, neutral, very important, and most important.
Respondents should scale the importance according to their professional design opinion.
In order to ensure equity and quality of the survey, the order of the list will show randomly,
which means the list will display differently in each survey, but the total number of options is the
same. At the end of this question, respondents could enter another option by typing in the blank,
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and then scale the importance. This should lead to diverse opinions from respondents.
There are two questions in the third section. These two questions aim to study the priority of
product visual design elements for different product categories. In this section, one question asks
respondents to choose three products they consider the most iconic. This question contains
fifteen different kinds of iconic product images that are provided for respondents to choose.
Respondents make the choice based on their perceptions and design experience. Finally,
respondents go to the last question of the survey, which asks them why they choose these three
products by scaling the importance of form, materials, colors and overall appearance.

Figure 16, Question 4: Choose Three Products You Consider the Most Iconic.
Question 4: Choose three products you consider the most iconic.
This question with fifteen images of iconic products includes different types of products:
pens, lamps, knives, guitars, etc. Respondents need to choose three products they consider the
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most iconic within these options. Images in this question will show randomly to ensure the
equity and quality of the survey.

Figure 17, An Example of Question 5: What Makes This Product Immediately Identifiable?
Question 5: What makes this product immediately identifiable?
After choosing three iconic products, respondents have to think about why they made this
choice and scale the importance of product design elements including form (details), materials,
colors, and overall appearance of products. The overall appearance is defined as a combination
of the number of specific form elements used and includes specific large form characters and
shapes. The form (details) is defined as specific detail treatments used on a product icon.
Materials and colors are specific materials and colors that are used on a product icon. The
importance is divided into five levels, including least important, slightly important, neutral, very
important, and most important. They could also enter other elements they think is essential to the
product and scale that importance.
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In summary, there are five questions in these three sections that help to collect different
viewpoints about the definition of product icons and the priority of visual design elements for
different product categories from respondents.

3.3 Data Collection
After distributing the survey to designers, several respondents took the survey anonymously.
There were 53 survey responses collected, and 48 responses were considered valid. The data
collection of each question in the survey is shown as follows.
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3, 6%
Other, 5,
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Product designer
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manager, 2, 4%
Design
engineer, 5,
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Graphic designer
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Design engineer
Marketing/Brand manager

UX/UI
designer, 1,
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Interior designer
Other

Graphic designer ,
13, 27%

Exhibit/Event
designer, 1, 2%

Figure 18, Data of Question 1: What is Your Primary Area of Expertise?
As data shows on Figure 18, seven different types of designers have filled in this survey,
including product designers, graphic designers, exhibit/event designers, UX/UI designers, design
engineers, marketing/brand managers, and interior designers. Product designers and graphic
designers occupy great majority among respondents in this survey.
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17%

Figure 19, Data of Question 2: Years of Experience
For years of design experience, 52% of respondents are 1-5 years, and the rest of respondents
have more than 5 years of design experience. The survey responses were varied as designers with
different design experience could take the survey. In short, these two questions are designed for
collecting some basic information and ensuring respondents’ quality.
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Figure 20, Data of Question 3: What Most Establishes a Product as an Icon?
Figure 20 shows the data collection of question 3 where respondents have to scale the
importance of thirteen factors that establish a product as an icon. From the data, the majority of
the factors are very important and a few factors are less important to most of the respondents.
They selected the following as the most important factors of an icon: the product is often
recognized immediately by consumers, stays in the memory of who see/use it, and stands the test
of time. Respondents also think that when a product is a ground-breaking design, improves on
the past, sets new standards, sets a trend, is innovative, is aesthetically pleasing, and has its place
in history or even helps change history are all very important factors for establishing a product as
an icon. However, when a product sets a benchmark for others to follow, inspires other
designers, and is often emulated/copied by other designers are not so important in the opinions of
respondents.
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The Primary Factors
•

The Secondary Factors
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•

Stays in the memory of those who

see/use it.
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Stands the test of time.

•
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Sets new standards.

•

Sets a trend.

•

Is a ground-breaking design.

•

Is innovative.

•

Improves on the past.

•

Has its place in history, or even helps

change history.
Figure 21, The Significance of Factors
According to data collection of question 3, the significance of factors to define a product as
an icon could be divided into the primary factors and the secondary factors (Figure 21). Factors
that respondents considered as most important are attributed to the primary factors. Factors that
most respondents regarded as very important belongs to the secondary factors.
In summary, the result from the question 3 helps to build the following checklist. The
checklist will consist of factors that have been scaled according to the importance given in the
survey responses.
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Maglite Flashlight
Lego
Stratocaster Guitar
Victorinox Knives
Dewalt Drill
KitchenAid Stand mixer
Le creuset Pot
Bodum Coffee maker
Weber Grill
Anglopoise Lamp
Beats Headphone
Swatch Watch
Scotch Tape
Fiskars Scissors
Lamy Pen
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Figure 22, Data of Question 4: Choose Three Products You Consider the Most Iconic
Question 4 consists of fifteen iconic products. It asks respondents to select the most iconic
products that they consider the top three. From the data collection, the majority of respondents
regard Legos, Victorinox knives, Beats headphone, and Weber grills as products that are most
iconic. No matter what choices respondents made, they had to scale the importance to indicate
why they made these decisions.
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Figure 23, Sum Total Data Collection of Question 5
Figure 23 shows the sum total data collection of question 5 (What makes this product
immediately identifiable?). The majority of respondents consider that overall appearance and
form (details) of products to be two major aspects that make a product immediately identifiable.
However, colors and materials are less important than those two elements. This represents that
consumers’ visual perception of a product icon is mainly via its overall appearance and form
(details). They correspond to explicit design elements that are form elements and detail
treatments. In summary, question 4 and question 5 help to explore the priority of explicit design
elements of product icon.
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3.4 Product Icon Checklist

Figure 24, Product Icon Checklist
The product icon checklist is used to define a product as an icon (Figure 24). It came from
the result of question 3 in this survey. It provides relevant factors to help designers to understand
a product icon better. In the checklists, the primary factors and the secondary factors respectively
corresponding to the table of the significance of factors (Figure 21). For the first primary factor,
the original description is ‘is often recognized immediately by consumers’, and ‘stays in the
memory of who see/use it’. To make it concise and easy to understand, the descriptions of these
factors have been combined and simplified into ‘is recognizable and memorable’. The secondary
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factors keep the same content as the secondary factors on the table of the significance of factors.
It should be noted that “Is aesthetically pleasing” is a subjective factor while others are more
objective because the perception of aesthetic is different from person to person. A product must
meet all primary factors to be considered as an icon. The secondary factors are not so important
for every product icon and could be selected depending on different conditions.

3.5 Conclusion
This survey aided in collecting different viewpoint from several designers about how to
define a product as an icon. The product icon checklist developed from the survey responses will
help to verify a product as an icon. It also will be used to help to select iconic products as cases
to be studied in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4
Product Icon Case Studies

4.1 Introduction
This chapter will focus on the study of four iconic products from different brands. The aim of
case studies is to explore how companies that own and produce a product icon develop their
additional product lines. The product icon checklist that was created according to previous
research and survey in the previous chapter will help to select the cases.

4.2 Anglepoise
4.2.1 About Anglepoise Desk Lamp

Figure 25, Anglepoise Type 75 Desk Lamp (Anglepoise, n.d.c)
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Figure 26, Checklist – Anglepoise Desk Lamp
Anglepoise is a brand from the UK that produces different lighting products, including desk
lamps, wall and ceiling lamps, and floor lamps. Anglepoise has a long history from 1932 to the
present, and it is popular around the world because of the four-spring ‘1209’ that has become an
iconic design (Lewis, Chynoweth, & Wyke, 2014). Thus, it can be seen that the design of the
Anglepoise lamps has stood the test of time. The form of Anglepoise desk lamp is easily
recognizable and aesthetically pleasing. Even though the company has grown with different
designers to design the product, Anglepoise’s lamp collection still retains common design
elements that make products easier to recognize. George Carwardine, an automobile engineer,
created the first four-spring Anglepoise desk lamp by using special springs that give the lamp
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flexibility and a good balance. This shows the Anglepoise desk lamp is a ground breaking and
innovative design. It also improves on the past and has its place in history because of its
uniqueness and innovation. It sets a trend because Anglepoise lamps still can be found in
different places including restaurants, home and office around the world until today (Anglepoise,
2017). Anglepoise lamp meets all primary factors and six secondary factors in the checklist. This
makes it a strong candidate for further study.

4.2.2 Analysis of Product Line Expansion

Figure 27, Timeline of Anglepoise Desk Lamp Development History (Part 1) (Anglepoise, n.d.a)
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Figure 28, Timeline of Anglepoise Desk Lamp Development History (Part 2) (Anglepoise, n.d.d;
Laban, 2008)
Figure 27 and Figure 28 show the timeline of Anglepoise lamp development. The data are
drawn from the official website of the Anglepoise lamp (Anglepoise, n.d.b), and the official
website of Design Museum (The Design Museum, 2014). The timeline demonstrates how the
Anglepoise lamp developed, and each product edition and revision launched from 1973 to 2016.
Anglepoise has been consistent in launching a new desk lamp from 1932 until the present day,
and it began expanding its product lines in 2008. Except for shape of the shade and base, the
form of the Anglepoise desk lamp seems not changed too much from the very first prototype
until the 2016 versions.
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Analysis of Product Lines

Figure 29, Product Lines of Anglepoise (Anglepoise, n.d.d)

Figure 30, An Example of Different Anglepoise Lamp Types and Dimensions
In the Anglepoise products family, Original 1227, Type 75, and Type 1228 are the three main
lamp lines that have been expanded. The company is mainly expanding product lines by making
products into different sizes, such as Original 1227 Mini collection, Type 75 Giant collection,
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and Type 75 Maxi collection. In addition, different materials have been applied on several
product lines, such as the Original 1227 Mini Ceramic collection, type 75 Mini Metallic
collection, and Original 1227 Giant Brass collection. Beyond that, Anglepoise has further
cooperated with designers and produced designer’s edition lamps. These different dimensions
and different materials lamp collection meet the needs of different spaces.
Originally, Anglepoise kept updating different editions of the desk lamp. However, more
products, including a floor lamp, wall mounted lamp, pendant, and table lamp, have been added
to the Anglepoise family while the company decided to expand their product lines. Most lamps
encompass iconic design elements from the classic Anglepoise desk lamp. For the design of the
desk lamp, table lamp, and floor lamp, most of them follow the style of the Anglepoise desk
lamp that consists of a shade, arms, and a base. For the wall light and pendant that contains a
shade only, they also follow the Anglepoise design style.
Anglepoise aims to become a contemporary lighting company but does not lose sight of its
heritage (Anglepoise, 2017). It produces a unique series of practical, efficient and energy-saving
task lamps that suit for both domestic and commercial interiors use (Anglepoise, n.d.b). These
are brand values of Anglepoise, which the company continues to use in entire product lines.
Figure 30 shows an example of different Anglepoise lamp types and dimensions. The form of
Anglepoise lamp collections almost has similar product design elements. In addition to that, the
differences among the design of lamps are the scale and the lighting output (capacity).
Obviously, the major difference of these products is their dimensions. The classic desk lamp has
been scaled up to a giant floor lamp and scaled down to a mini desk lamp without changing its
base and shape appearance. The floor lamp keeps the classic Anglepoise shade silhouette and
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spring structure with a long pole. The pendant keeps the shade of the classic Anglepoise desk
lamp and created a maxi version.
In summary, Anglepoise has expanded products lines and developed several new lamp
collections by scaling up and scaling down the dimension of the lamps, and also adjusting the
lighting output (capacity) of products. The design of most lamps in these collections follows the
Anglepoise style and is still recognizable.

4.3 Fiskars
4.3.1 About Fiskars Scissors

Figure 31, The Original Orange-handled Scissors from Fiskars (Fiskars, n.d.b)
Fiskars was established in 1649 in Fiskars village in Finland, and it used to be an ironworks.
The company has become a global supplier of this consumer product for home, garden and
outdoors through more than 365 years of developments. Today, Fiskars Corporation is under a
strong portfolio of globally recognized brands including Fiskars, Iittala, and Gerber. Fiskars has
launched various products into the global market. Product categories include kitchen, living,
creating, boats and so on. For the market in North America, Fiskars gains benefit from their
strong position including crafting and sewing tools, garden hand tools, and knives and multitools.
This case study will mainly discuss Fiskars products in the North America market.
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Figure 32, Fiskars Scissors from Two Centuries (Fiskars, n.d.a)

Figure 33, Checklist – Fiskars Scissors
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Figure 32 shows the development of Fiskars scissors through two centuries. Fiskars scissors
were made of steel before it launched the world’s first plastic-handled scissors in 1967. Fiskars
orange-handled scissors have become a true design icon through the years (Fiskars, 2014).
Today, people still can recognize Fiskars scissors by its orange handles from the first image. This
shows that the design of Fiskars scissors was stood the test of time and had its place in history.
The form of the original Fiskars scissors is recognizable, memorable and aesthetically pleasing
because of the distinctive bright orange and the unique shape of the handle. The bright orange
handles make the scissors funny, stand out of the changeless cutting room and easy to locate
(Lidwell & Manacsa, 2009). The orange color was a coincidence choice due to orange pigment
left over in the machine from the production of juicers. The orange grip defeated the black in the
final vote, of 9-7. The design of the handles’ shape aimed to improve scissors ergonomics and
enhance user experience (Fiskars, n.d.a). Thus, it can be seen that the Fiskars scissors is a
ground-breaking design, is innovative, and improves on the past. Fiskars scissors meets all
primary factors and five secondary factors in the checklist, which makes it a strong candidate for
further study.
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4.3.2 Analysis of Product Line Expansion

Figure 34, Fiskars Scissors 1967-2007 (Fiskars, n.d.a)
Fiskars is continuing innovation and expanding its product lines for different aspects of daily
life such as gardening and outdoors tools, special scissors for crafting and sewing, and safety
scissors for kids use. Figure 34 is the family tree of Fiskars scissors from 1967 to 2007. In
addition to enhancing the comfort of product use the primary color of Fiskars scissors handle is
orange in this period of product development.
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Analysis of Product Lines

Figure 35, Product Lines of Fiskars (Fiskars, n.d.c)
Figure 35 shows clear product lines of Fiskars. The company focuses on producing a lot of
different type of tools for gardening and yard care, crafting and sewing, kids and school, and
home improvement use.
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Figure 36, Tools Design of Fiskars (Fiskars, n.d.d)
There are many different function tools that have been introduced to the market by Fiskars.
Looking through gardening and yard care products, it is obvious that the Fiskars orange has been
applied on most of the handles of products. The Fiskars orange has also been designed for
crafting and sewing products so that the color on these products design is harmonious and easy to
recognize. The handle design of scissors not only contains the Fiskars color but also the special
and ergonomic shape. For kids and school product lines, it is not like other product lines that
have been designed with Fiskars orange on appearances because products with different colors
may attract more kids to use. The handle design of scissors still keeps the ergonomic shape that
comfortable for kids to use. The design of home improvement is the same as the design of
gardening and yard care products. In summary, the Fiskars orange has been applied on most of
the handles’ design of these products.
The design philosophy of Fiskars is to make products better and smarter. Meanwhile, Fiskars
aims to make products that are functional and user-friendly with longevity and aesthetic appeal.
The consistency of Fiskars scissors portfolio not only enhances brand identity but also deepens
the brand image in consumer’s minds.
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To summarize, Fiskars extends product lines by continuing to use its unique color on
products. Most tools have been designed with the Fiskars orange. In this case, Fiskars orange can
be regarded as an existing color palette, and the company uses this palette to extend new product
lines.

4.4 Bialetti
4.4.1 About Bialetti Moka Express

Figure 37, Bialetti Moka Express Coffee Maker (Bialetti, n.d.b)
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Figure 38, Checklist – Bialetti Moka Express Coffee Maker
Bialetti coffee maker is recognizable, memorable, and aesthetically pleasing because it has a
distinctive form with a faceted and waisted shape. It is an iconic product and has been collected
by the Museum of Modern Art in New York. Bialetti is an Italian brand born in 1919. Alfonso
Bialetti introduced the first Moka Express coffee maker in 1933. Thus, it can be seen the product
design was stood the test of time. The idea of designing this coffee maker came from Alfonso
Bialetti watching his wife doing laundry. The wash was boiled in tubs with a central pipe in the
middle, which would draw the soapy water up and redistribute it over the laundry. The invention
of the Moka Express coffee maker allowed Italians to have real espresso in their home. The new
technology of the coffee maker has revolutionized the way that people make coffee at home. In
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addition, people are still using this coffee maker until today. These show that Bialetti Moka
Express is a ground-breaking design, is innovative, sets a trend, and improves on the past and
helps change history. Even though it is so popular that it has been widely copied, those copies
cannot match the originals that are made of aluminum that has been smelted once only (Albus,
Kras, Woodham, Bosomworth, Breward, Fischer et al., 2000). Bialetti Moka Express coffee
maker meets all primary factors and six secondary factors in the checklist. Thus, it is a strong
candidate for further study.

4.4.2 Analysis of Product Line Expansion

Figure 39, The First Moka and The First Design Revision (Bialetti, n.d.a; First Versions, n.d.)
Figure 39 shows that the form of Bialetti Moka Express coffee maker has changed little since
it was first launched. The main difference between the first model and the first design revision is
the bottom part and the handle part.
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Analysis of Product Lines

Figure 40, Product Lines of Bialetti (Bialetti, n.d.c)
Although the Bialetti Moka Express coffee maker is very famous and popular, the company
still considers how to develop its product lines. Product categories of Bialetti have become more
and more diverse through years’ development. Besides the Moka Express coffee maker, Bialetti
also produces electrical espresso machines, cookware, bakeware, cups, etc.
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Figure 41, Moka and Coffee Makers of Bialetti (Bialetti, n.d.c)
Figure 41 shows the Moka and coffee maker product line of Bialetti in the recent product
portfolio. The classic Bialetti Moka express coffee maker has a particular octagonal shape with a
slim waist. However, the design of several coffee makers is not continuing the classic octagonal
shape. In addition to similar form and function, most coffee makers keep a similar structure and
proportions with the classic Moka express coffee maker. These coffee makers could be separated
into an upper part and a bottom part with a similar proportion of each part. Moreover, the Bialetti
brand continues expressing its brand value including genuine pleasure, expertise, and passion.
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Figure 42, Espresso Machines of Bialetti (Bialetti, n.d.c)
Although the design of espresso machines from Bialetti is different from Moka and coffee
makers, some of them are still attempting to hold the structure and proportions of the classic
Bialetti Moka Express coffee maker (Figure 42).
It should be noticed that Bialetti has also developed additional product lines in the kitchen
and bakeware that bear little resemblance to their product icon. For clarity in describing the
structure and proportions approach, these are not illustrated here.
In summary, most Bialetti coffee maker products have similar form design and function. The
company extended the product line of coffee makers by utilizing a similar structure and
proportion to the product icon.
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4.5 KitchenAid
4.5.1 About KitchenAid Stand Mixer

Figure 43, KitchenAid Artisan® Design Series 5 Quart Tilt-Head Stand Mixer (KitchenAid,
n.d.a)

Figure 44, Checklist – KitchenAid Stand Mixer
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Figure 45, Development Timeline of KitchenAid Stand Mixer (Maker Inc, 2014)
KitchenAid is a US company that produces premium-price home appliances, including
dishwashers, refrigerators, and microwave and so on. The iconic KitchenAid stand mixer has a
distinctive form. The silhouette is aesthetically pleasing. This shows the product is recognizable
and memorable. The iconic stand mixer that was designed by Herbert Johnson was born in 1919.
After seeing a baker mix dough by hand, he decided to create a more efficient mechanical way to
do the job. The stand mixer is the answer. It became wildly popular in the time of 1920s and
1930s. In the early 1930s, Egmont Arens designed the Model K with his humaneering approach
(an approach for designing the full range of sensory experience, which makes products relaxing
to the eyes, pleasing to the touch, muffling noises that jarred the ears, eliminating offensive
odors, and so on) that made this new stand mixer functional and aesthetic, and it has remained
basically unchanged for more than 70 years (Lidwell & Manacsa, 2009). Thus, the design of
KitchenAid stand mixer was stood the test of time, and set a trend. It is also a ground-breaking
and innovative design because the design helps to free bakers’ hands. Thus, it can be seen that it
improves on the past and helps to change the history. KitchenAid stand mixer meets all primary
factors and six secondary factors in the checklist. Thus, it is a strong candidate for further study.
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4.5.2 Analysis of Product Line Expansion

Figure 46, Product Lines of KitchenAid (KitchenAid, n.d.b)
KitchenAid has expanded its product lines into three major product categories including
major appliances, countertop appliance, and kitchenware. The company released many products
with different functions for kitchen use.

Figure 47, Explicit Design Elements of KitchenAid (KitchenAid, n.d.a)
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Figure 48, Countertop Appliances of KitchenAid (KitchenAid, n.d.b)
Figure 48 shows the countertop appliances line of KitchenAid. The company expanded the
product line by using repetitive design elements. Most of the countertop appliances products
attempt to hold the core product visual design elements of KitchenAid. Some of them use the
same color (KitchenAid red) on product bodies. They have similar explicit design elements, such
as the large radii and the banded metal ring. Meanwhile, most countertop application products
also have an extensive color palette.
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Figure 49, Kitchenware of KitchenAid (KitchenAid, n.d.b)
The Kitchenware design keeps parts of the brand visual language of KitchenAid. For
example, the die cast cutlery knife block attempts to hold the iconic color of the iconic
KitchenAid stand mixer.
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Figure 50, Major Appliances of KitchenAid (KitchenAid, n.d.b; KitchenAid, 2015)
The form of most major appliances products is not following the style of the iconic
KitchenAid stand mixer. Some of them have the KitchenAid brand medallion designed on the
side of handles. The brand medallion is an iconic finishing stamp of KitchenAid with iconic
KitchenAid red. The company transferred this detail treatment through some products of major
appliances.
Meanwhile, KitchenAid aims to design a product that signifies attention to detail, quality
craftsmanship, versatile technology and timelessness. These brand values are expressed through
the entire product portfolio.
To summarize, KitchenAid expanded its product lines using repetitive design elements. Most
of the countertop appliances utilize similar colors, form elements, and details treatments of the
iconic KitchenAid stand mixer. Some of the kitchenware design continues utilizing the explicit
design elements of KitchenAid. For major appliances, most of them use a specific detail
treatment to show they belong to KitchenAid.
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4.6 Conclusion

Figure 51, Design Approaches Summary
Four product icon case studies demonstrate four approaches for expanding product icon into
product lines (Figure 51). The demonstration order of case studies is from a single product type
to multiple product types expansion lines. For this study, Anglepoise expands product lines only
within lamps, while KitchenAid expands its product lines into many more different product
types.
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Moreover, the color palette design approach should be divided into two aspects, product
extension and palette extension. The product lines of Fiskars are an example of product
extension that mentioned above. For palette extension, the Western Electric Model 500 telephone
is an example.

Figure 52, Western Electric Model 500 Telephone (Nbhdtestblog, 2012)

Figure 53, Color Palette of Western Electric Model 500 telephone (Beatrice Companies Inc, n.d.)
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The Western Electric Model 500 telephone was the domestic standard desk telephone set
used by Bell System in North America from the late 1940s to 1984. From 1949 to 1953, the
Model 500 was available in black only. Its palette was updated with a variety of colors after
1953, shown in Figure 53. Hence, Western Electric Model 500 telephone extended its product
line by using a new color palette with the existing product.
In summary, these four case studies show four different approaches that are able to expand
product icons into product lines. These approaches consist of scaling and capacity, color palette
(product extension, and palette extension), structure and proportion, and repetition. Product icons
with specific form elements and/or detail treatments could use design approaches to do product
design such as scaling and capacity, and structure and proportion. Product icons with an iconic
color could use the color palette approach to expand their product lines. The repetition could be
used in the process of expanding product lines from product icons that have different kinds of
explicit design elements.
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Chapter 5
An Approach for Designing Product Lines Using Product Icon Analysis

5.1 Introduction
This chapter will develop an approach for transforming a product icon into product lines. The
development of this approach is based on the design elements theory from the literature review,
and the analysis from the product icon definition survey and case studies.

5.2 The Approach and Procedure
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Figure 54, An Approach for Designing Product Lines Using Product Icon Analysis
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Procedure
•

Step 1: Product Icon Checklist. To verify the selected product is an icon is the
prerequisite, use this approach. The product icon checklist could help to exclude
some products that do not meet the conditions. The product should meet all primary
factors in the checklist to be considered as an icon.

•

Step 2: Visual Design Elements Checklist. Explicit design elements and implicit
design elements are two important visual design elements of a product icon.
Analyzing the product icon could help to get its specific visual design elements that
may be used for further product design process. Verify the specific visual design
elements by checking the visual design elements checklist.

•

Step 3: Significance of Explicit Design Elements. This step should prioritize explicit
design elements of the product icon because implicit design elements are always
carried through to additional designs. There are two methods to prioritize explicit
design elements into primary explicit design elements and secondary explicit design
elements. These two ways could be used alone, or together. The product category
should be the category of the final product design and product lines that the designer
plans to design. The product category checklist and explicit design elements survey
may be used in this step.

•

Step 4: Design products. First step in designing products is deciding to use one or
several approaches from the product line expansion approach checklist. This may
help designers with a clear design direction, and also help them to use product visual
design elements effectively. Next, is to design concepts and refine concepts. Visual
design elements including primary design elements and implicit design elements
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should be applied to these two steps. The secondary design elements are selectively
used. The final will yield a possible design solution.
•

Step 5: Finalize product lines. Gather all final product designs to create product
lines.

5.3 Product Icon Checklist

Figure 55, Product Icon Checklist
Figure 55 is the product icon checklist that is used for verifying the product is an icon. Based
on the product icon survey in Chapter 3, these checkpoints have been divided into two sections:
the primary factors, and the secondary factors. A product that meets all primary factors in the
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checklist could be considered as an icon. A product icon does not need to meet all secondary
product elements.
The Primary Factors
The first section of the product icon checklist contains the primary factors. The primary
factors are the prerequisite for defining a product as an icon. A product that meets these two
factors is an icon and also can be assessed by the second section.
1. Is recognizable and memorable: The product icon must have a distinctive form that
people could recognize and remember.
2. Stands the test of time: The product must have a long history and remain popular despite
the passing of years in the market. According to the case studies, the minimum history among
those product icons is about fifty years. Thus, a product that stands around fifty years of the test
can be considered as an icon.

The Secondary Factors
The secondary factors are able to be checked when the product meets all primary factors.
There are seven factors in the second section of the checklist. This section is optional.
1. Is aesthetically pleasing: The product may provide people with visual comfort and a
sense of beauty. This is a subjective factor that depends on different situations.
2. Sets new standards: The product may set new standards of its product categories and
guide other similar product design in terms of quality, functions/features or style.
3. Sets a trend: The product design may influence people’s behavior or people’s inherent
concept of the product around the country or even around the world. It is design may still be
popular until today.
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4. Is a ground-breaking design: The product may be a revolutionary design that may
influence people’s life and production in positive aspects in terms of its technology or
manufacturing techniques used during its production.
5. Is innovative: The product may be new and original when it was created.
6. Improves on the past: The product may be more refined than its previous versions.
7. Has its place in history, or even helps change history: The product may be irreplaceable
in history and may promote the historical development of that kind of product.

5.4 Visual Design Elements Checklist

Figure 56, Visual Design Elements Checklist
Figure 56 lists the major elements of product visual design. Based on the literature, product
visual design elements that are specific for the product icon should be divided into explicit
design elements and implicit design elements. This list should be used in Step 2 in the design
approach. Designers should analyze the product icon by considering these visual product design
elements. It also helps designers with ideas about what kinds of elements should be used in
product design process.
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Explicit Design Elements
•

Form elements: Include specific large form characters and shapes on bodies of
product icons, such as lines and edges.

•

Detail treatments: Include specific detail form and micro detail on bodies of
product icons, such as large radii, small radii, and a banded metal ring.

•

Materials: Use specific materials on product icon design.

•

Colors: Use iconic colors on product icon design.

Implicit Design Elements
•

Brand values: a good quality that a company wants consumers to connect with a
brand (“Brand value”, n.d.).

•

Brand heritage: For brands, heritage can play an important role. It can strengthen
an emotional connection to your audience by re-establishing this connection to the
past (Brand heritage guide, 2012).

•

Brand attributes: Also known as core values, brand attributes represent the essence
of the brand. Brand attributes are a set of characteristics that identify the physical,
character and personality traits of the brand, similar to the attributes that allow us to
consistently identify individuals (“Brand attributes”, n.d.).

5.5 Significance of Explicit Design Elements
Designers should distinguish the significance of explicit design elements after analyzing the
product icon. This step aims to separate the explicit design elements into primary explicit design
elements and secondary explicit design elements. Designers could distinguish explicit design
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elements by checking the product category checklist. They also could distribute the survey to
people they want to get some suggestion from and analyze the data. The primary explicit design
elements should be first considered when designing a product. However, secondary explicit
design elements could be selectively used in the product design process.

5.5.1 Product Category Checklist

Figure 57, Product Category Checklist
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According to the result of this study’s product icon definition survey, the priority of explicit
design elements is different among these product categories (Figure 57). In the product icon
survey, overall appearance, form (details), materials, and colors are used in Question 5 that asked
anticipants to scale the importance of an iconic product. The overall appearance in the survey is
defined as a combination of the number of specific form elements used and includes specific
large form characters and shapes on bodies of product icons. The form (details) is defined as the
number of specific detail treatments used on a product icon. Materials and colors are specific
materials and colors that are used on a product icon. Therefore, the product category checklist
continues to use form elements and detail treatments (as in the visual design elements checklist)
to maintain consistency in description. Other products that do not belong to any categories in the
figure could follow the result for all iconic products in the survey drawing priority from form
elements and detail treatments. The priority of explicit design elements for each product category
in the figure is in order. For example, for lamps, the priority orders for explicit design elements
are form elements, detail treatments, and materials. The explicit design elements that are not
mentioned in each product category should belong to the secondary explicit design elements and
will be selectively applied in the process of product design.
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5.5.2 Explicit Design Elements Survey

Figure 58, Explicit Design Elements Survey
In addition, designers can also distribute a survey to people they want to get suggestions from
and find the priority of explicit design elements of a product icon. Figure 58 shows an explicit
design elements survey. Designers should provide a clear image of the product icon, and place
each explicit design element on the design element part. After that, they can collect viewpoints
from different people, such as design manager, design engineer, and consumers. Finally,
designers may generate ideas about the priority of explicit design elements of the product icon by
analyzing the data collection. The elements that have the most votes as most important may be
the primary explicit design elements.
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5.6 Product Line Expansion Approach Checklist

Figure 59, Product Line Expansion Approach Checklist
The product line expansion approach checklist that is summarized from the case studies may
be used in the first step of designing products process (Figure 59). Selecting approaches before
truly designing the products could give designers a clear direction to do the design. Designers
could use one or several approaches provided from the checklist to expand product lines
according to types of visual design elements that are extracted from a product icon. They should
focus on designing these specific design elements when applying them on the product design.
Designers also could use other approaches they want to expand a product line. It should be noted
that product category could determine expansion approach. Thus, the product line expansion
approach should be used depending on the situation. After deciding the product line expansion
approach, designers could start to design products.
•

Scale and Capacity: To expand a product line by scaling up and down the size of
form elements and detail treatments.
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•

Structure and Proportions: To expand a product line by using a similar structure
and proportions of form elements and detail treatments that extract from a product
icon.

•

Color Palette (Product Extension): To expand a product line by using existing
colors and materials that are extracted from a product icon.

•

Color Palette (Palette Extension): To expand a product line by expanding colors
on an existing product icon.

•

Repetition: To expand a product line by using repetitive design elements that are
extracted from a product icon, including form elements, detail treatments, and
colors.

5.7 Conclusion
This design approach will provide designers a method to transform a product icon into
product lines. The approach can aid designers to use a product icon efficiently by analyzing
specific visual design elements from a product icon. Utilizing visual design elements that are
specific for a product icon to design products with a consistent and distinctive appearance can
help a company and a brand differentiate in the market.
A design project using this design approach will be provided in Chapter 6. There are several
benefits when using this design approach:
•

User-friendly: Using steps describing in this design approach is clear and easy to
understand. Each step is provided with checklists or survey, which is convenient for
designers to use.

•

Flexible: Methods of prioritizing explicit design elements of the product icon are
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flexible, so designers could choose to check the product category checklist, collect
different viewpoints from other people or use these two methods together. In
addition, using this product line expansion approach to design product lines is also
flexible. Designers can have their own product line expansion approach to better
serve different purposes of design projects.
•

Focus on expanding product lines from a product icon.

•

Good for different categories of design projects.

•

Good for people other than designers to use, such as product managers and product
engineers.
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Chapter 6
The Application of the Approach

6.1 Introduction
This chapter will focus on providing an example of the design approach for transforming a
product icon into a product line. By defining a product as an icon and analyzing explicit design
elements of the product, the expected outcome can be a product line that keeps the design
consistency of the brand. This product design development process will follow the design
approach for designing product lines using the product icon analysis that was created according
to previous research in this thesis.

6.2 Step 1: Product Icon Checklist

Figure 60, Swingline 747 Business Stapler (Amazon, 2005b)
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Figure 61, Product Icon Checklist for Swingline 747 Business Stapler
Swingline is a brand famous for staplers that was founded in 1925. It created the first topopening stapler in 1939. In 1968, the Swingline 747 was introduced, which is the most popular
stapler of Swingline, and is still produced until today. The design of this stapler has stood the test
of time, set a trend, and has forged its place in history. Its form is also innovative and improves
on the past. There are two different models of Swingline 747, including the business version and
classic version. The business version will be used in this design process. Swingline 747 business
stapler has different color versions. The red version was launched in 1999 and became popular
because of the hit comedy movie Office Space. The Swingline 747 business stapler has a smooth
form and a streamlined body that makes it aesthetically pleasing and also recognizable and
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memorable. This product meets all primary factors and some secondary factors on the checklist.
Therefore, Swingline 747 business stapler is a product icon.

6.3 Step 2: Visual Design Elements Checklist

Figure 62, Visual Design Elements Related to Swingline 747 Business Stapler
The Swingline 747 business stapler has some specific visual design elements that can be
analyzed according to the visual design elements checklist. Explicit design elements contain
specific form elements and detail treatments. For implicit design elements, the brand value of
Swingline is quality, innovation, and reliability.

Figure 63, Explicit Design Elements of Swingline 747 Business Stapler
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The Swingline 747 business stapler is made of metal that has several specific explicit design
elements (Figure 63). The full span arc with a radius is a distinctive large form on the stapler. It
belongs to Form Elements on the visual design elements checklist. Moreover, several detail
treatments are unique for this stapler, including an end terminating chamfer, hinge skirt, and oval
metallic plate. Those explicit design elements make the Swingline 747 business stapler
distinctive and recognizable. Moreover, the end terminating chamfer and hinge skirt could be
interpreted as solid, which refers to the brand value of good quality and reliability. Its end
terminating chamfer can also be interpreted as creative, which refers to the brand value of
innovation.

6.4 Step 3: Significance of Explicit Design Elements

Figure 64, Checked the Priority of Explicit Design Elements in Product Category Checklist
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Swingline is a brand that mainly produces office supplies. However, most existing product
designs in its product lines are similar to their competitors in the market. Thus, to use the visual
design elements from its product icon to design products may help this brand to differentiate in
office products. By checking the product category checklist, the primary explicit design elements
for office products should be detail treatments and form elements. At the same time, the priority
should be detail treatment, and then form elements. There are no secondary explicit design
elements for this product.

Figure 65, The Priority of Explicit Design Elements of Swingline 747 Business Stapler
As Figure 65 shows, on the Swingline 747 business stapler detail treatments, purple
highlights are the number one primary explicit design elements, including an end terminating
chamfer, oval metallic plate, and hinge skirt. The primary explicit design element, the full span
arc, is part of the form elements. These primary explicit design elements should be considered
first when designing products. Moreover, detail treatments are the top priority among these
primary explicit design elements.
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6.5 Step 4: Design Products
Product Line Expansion Approach Checklist

Figure 66, Checked the Product Line Expansion Approach Checklist
Scaling and capacity and repetition will be used to expand the new product line. The specific
detail treatments and form elements of the Swingline 747 business stapler will apply to the
design of the new product.
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Design Concepts

Figure 67, Idea Collection
According to the analysis of visual design elements, sketches of initial design concepts are
shown in Figure 67.
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Concepts Refinement

Figure 68, Swingline Manual Pencil Sharpener Concept 1

Figure 69, Swingline Manual Pencil Sharpener Concept 2
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Figure 70, Swingline Hand Held Pencil Sharpener Concept 1

Figure 71, Swingline Hand Held Pencil Sharpener Concept 2
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Figure 68 to Figure 71 are the refinement of concepts selected and further developed from
the initial concepts. Each concept applies some primary explicit design elements of the
Swingline 747 business stapler.

Possible Design Solution

Figure 72, Swingline Manual Pencil Sharpener
Figure 72 shows the final design of Swingline manual pencil sharpener that was developed
from Concept 1. This is a design that shares some visual design elements of the Swingline 747
business stapler by using scaling and capacity and repetition approaches. Some of the explicit
elements from the product icon are scaled up or down in this pencil sharpener design. For
example, the full span arc has been scaled down to meet the need of design while the end
terminating chamfer keeps the same angle as the product icon. In addition to the form elements
and detail treatments from the above analysis, rounded edges and materials are applied to the
design of manual pencil sharpener in order keep the visual consistency of the stapler.
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Figure 73, Swingline Manual Pencil Sharpener
There are several steps to use this Swingline manual pencil sharpener (Figure 73). To pull out
the front cover is the first step. Second, squeeze the little knob that is used to hold the pencil, and
insert the pencil. Then turn the handle clockwise to sharpen. The concave-convex texture on the
handle designs for keeping hands from slipping while turning. If a lead breaks off inside the
sharpener, turn the red ring counterclockwise to loosen the handle and then remove blade
assembly from the sharpener body to clean the blade.
The bold frames that are designed for supporting the sharpener body will appear when
pulling out the tray. The front cover and the tray that can hold a lot of shavings are designed with
some thickness that may be interpreted as solid, which refers to the brand value of quality and
reliability.
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Figure 74, Swingline Hand Held Pencil Sharpener
This is a Swingline hand held pencil sharpener design that applied primary explicit design
elements from the Swingline 747 business stapler including the oval metallic plate, the full span
arc, and the end terminating chamfer. The materials and rounded edges are also extracted from
the product icon, which gives the product design a consistent appearance. Meanwhile, the cubic
product form combined with the end terminating chamfer may be interpreted as solid, which
refers to the brand value of reliability.
In summary, these two pencil sharpeners are designed to combine with explicit and implicit
design elements from the product icon. In addition, some explicit design elements on the product
design help communicate implicit design elements.
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6.6 Step 5: Finalize Product Lines

Figure 75, Swingline 747 Business Stapler (Amazon, 2005b)

Figure 76, Swingline Pencil Sharpener Product Line
According to the visual design elements analysis of the Swingline 747 business stapler, a
Swingline pencil sharpener product line has been created. Most specific visual design elements
are applied through this product line consistently. The design consistency may help the brand
clearly differentiate from their competitors and strengthen their position in the market.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Further Development

7.1 Conclusion
This thesis aims to develop an approach that contributes to transforming a product icon into
product lines. The purpose of the approach is to help designers and companies verify a product is
an icon, and analyze the specific visual design elements of the product icon. Utilizing the
specific visual design elements properly on product design may help designers and companies to
create a recognizable and distinctive brand.
The results of the literature review study show that visual design elements are very important
for product design, and can be divided into explicit design elements and implicit design
elements. Explicit design elements can be found from the physical features of product design,
including form elements, detail treatments, materials, and colors. Implicit design elements are
carried through to additional designs include: brand value, brand heritage, and brand attributes.
In addition, explicit design elements can help communicate implicit design elements.
Furthermore, the results of product icon survey show how to define a product as an icon and the
priority of explicit design elements for different product categories. Moreover, several product
lines expansion approaches have been found from case studies. Thus, based on these studies, the
design approach has been created. The sample of work is designed to demonstrate the application
of the approach.
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7.2 Further Development
There are more aspects that can be further investigated in the next phase. Suggestions for
further research are as follows:
1. This thesis only focuses on studying visual design elements of product icons, but designers
could further develop the approach for other design elements of human senses, such as auditory,
tactile, and olfactory.
2. These checklists provide designers with a choice beyond the existing design approach. As
time progresses, some checklists including product category checklist and product line expansion
approach checklist could be improved by feedback from other designers and consumers, or
studies from other product icon cases.
3. Among these explicit design elements of product icon, research could be done to
determine how to weight their importance for applying them on product line designs of different
categories.
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Appendix A
The Online Survey
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INFORMATION LETTER
for a Research Study entitled
“Product Icon Survey”
You are invited to participate in a research study to investigate the definition of a product icon
and the key elements that make a product iconic. This study is being conducted by Si Luo, under
the direction of associate professor Shea Tillman in the Auburn University School of Industrial
and Graphic Design. You are invited to participate because you are currently working as a
designer, and are age 19 or older.
If you decide to participate in this research study, you will be asked to take an anonymous online
survey through Qualtrics. Your total time commitment will be approximately 5-7 minutes.
Your participation in this study is completely anonymous and voluntary. There are no
foreseeable risks associated with this study. However, if you feel uncomfortable answering any
questions, you can withdraw from the survey at any time by closing your browser window. Once
you’ve submitted anonymous data, it cannot be withdrawn since it will be unidentifiable. Your
decision about whether or not to participate will not jeopardize your future relations with the
School of Industrial and Graphic Design and Auburn University.
Information collected through your participation may be used for publication or professional
presentation.
If you have any questions about this study, please ask them now or contact Si Luo at
szl0085@auburn.edu, or Shea Tillman at tillmts@auburn.edu.
If you have questions about your rights as a research participant, you may contact the Auburn
University Office of Human Subjects Research or the Institutional Review Board by phone
(334)-844-5966 or e-mail at IRBadmin@auburn.edu or IRBChair@auburn.edu.
HAVING READ THE INFORMATION PROVIDED, YOU MUST DECIDE IF YOU WANT
TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT. IF YOU DECIDE TO PARTICIPATE,
THE DATA YOU PROVIDE WILL SERVE AS YOUR AGREEMENT TO DO SO. THIS
LETTER IS YOURS TO KEEP.
The Auburn University Institutional Review Board has approved this document for use from
February 20, 2017 to February 19, 2020. Protocol #16-434 EX 1702
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What is your primary area of expertise?

o Product designer
o Graphic designer
o Exhibit/Event designer
o UX/UI designer
o Design engineer
o Marketing/Brand manager
o Architect
o Interior designer
o Other
Years of experience.

o 1-5
o 6-10
o 11-15
o 16-30
o More than 30
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In your opinion, what most establishes a product as an icon?
Least
Slightly
Neutral
important
important
Sets a benchmark
for others to follow.

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

Is often
emulated/copied by
other designers.

o

o

o

o

o

Has its place in
history, or even
helps change
history.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Is a ground breaking
design.
Improves on the
past.
Sets new standards.
Stands the test of
time.
Stays in the memory
of who see/use it.
Is often recognized
immediately by
consumers.
Inspires other
designers.
Sets a trend.
Is innovative.
Is aesthetically
pleasing.

Enter another option
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Enter another option

o

o

Choose three products you consider the most iconic.
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o

o

o

Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = Swatch Watch

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = Bodum Coffee maker

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = Maglite Flashlight

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = LAMY Pen

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = Le creuset Pot

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = Beats Headphone

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = Dewalt Drill

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = Stratocaster Guitar

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = Victorinox Knives

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = Anglepoise Lamp

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = KitchenAid Stand mixer

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = Lego

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = Fiskars Scissors

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = Scotch Tape

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If Choose three products you consider the most iconic. = Weber Grill

What makes this product immediately identifiable?

Least
important
Form (details)
Materials
Colors
Overall
Appearance
Other

Slightly
important

Neutral

Very
important

Most
important

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o

Comment
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B
Information Letter of the Online Survey for this Study
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Appendix C
The Invitation Email for the Online Survey
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Dear Designers,
My name is Si Luo. I am a graduate student in the School of Industrial and Graphic Design at
Auburn University. I would like to invite you to participate in my research study to investigate
the key elements that make a product iconic. You are invited because you are currently working
as a designer. You need to be 19 or older to be able to participate in this study.
Participants will be asked to take an anonymous online survey through Qualtrics. Your total time
commitment will be approximately 5-7 minutes.
Your participation in this study is completely anonymous and voluntary. There are no
foreseeable risks associated with this study. The information collected through your participation
may help me to better understand the definition of a product icon.
If you decide to participate, you can click the link below:
https://auburn.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_7ZKX3ayGrm1gNdb
If you decide not to participate your survey, your decision will not jeopardize your relationship
with the School of Industrial and Graphic Design, and Auburn University.
If you have any questions, please contact me at szl0085@auburn.edu, or Shea Tillman at
tillmts@auburn.edu.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
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Appendix D
The Recruitment Messages for the Online Survey
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Hello Designers, My name is Si Luo. I am a graduate student in the School of Industrial and
Graphic Design at Auburn University. I would like to invite you to participate in my research
study to investigate the definition of a product icon and the key elements that make a product
iconic. The survey should take 5-7 minutes to complete. Your participation in this study is
completely anonymous and voluntary. There are no identifiable or sensitive data will be
collected. If you are interested about the survey, please click the link below. I am really
appreciated your input!
https://auburn.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_7ZKX3ayGrm1gNdb
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Appendix E
Approved Email from Office of Research Compliance of Auburn University
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